Crypto Index Token
A never seen crypto opportunity!

What is this Crypto Index Token project?
CIT is the very first ICO that will combine everything that the crypto market has to oﬀer.
We combine ICO, trading, holding, mining and an passive opportunity in 1 project. This will
all be implemented in our CIC coin:

When you join CIT you will actually be involved in trading, mining and in the
current existing crypto market.
Buying CIT means you are involved in 30+ diﬀerent existing crypto currencies.

CIT will be the first currency that is fully asset backed and it's value will be completely determined
by our holdings, trading and mining. The REAL value of CIT will not be determined by supply/demand,
hype, news, pump and dumps.
We will be the very first coin that will have a REAL asset backed value at any time.

OUR MAIN GOAL -> exclude the volatility of the current crypto market and give CIT members a safe,
secure and transparent opportunity to join the crypto market.

What is still the main reason a lot of investors stay out of the crypto market?

VOLATILITY!!!!!

Why are we launching CIT?

EXCLUDE VOLATILITY

SAFE HAVEN FOR INVESTORS

A COIN WITH A STABLE GROWTH

GUARANTEED FUTURE PROFITS

How do we manage to create a stable and secure coin?
If you have several external sources you can manage to create a token that will have a stable and
sustainable future growth.
Our coin will function like an index. The value of an index is calculated on the average price of all
assets that are backing the index. With enough assets behind CIT we create a coin that
has a REAL value and a value that is fully determined by its assets and not by external factors like
supply/demand, pump and dump, news, hype or any other thing.

Unlike other ICO or projects we don’t use raised money for development, team bonuses, marketing or
any other purpose. Except for 10% we hold for supporting our aﬃliate system, 90% of the raised funds
are invested into the current crypto market and mining, which will give CIT a real value from the very first
minute we go live.

Distribution of funds (10% for aﬃliate system deducted)
RAISED FUNDS ALLOCATION

LONG TERM PORTFOLIO
SHORT TERM PORTFOLIO
MINING

LONG TERM PORTFOLIO.
Our long term portfolio can be considered as our company vault and base for our project.
45% of the raised funds will be held in this portfolio and will stimulate the value of our coin on the
long term.
Our vault will consist of 30+ diﬀerent existing crypto currencies. We only choose existing currencies
that already have proven to be a good coin with a professional development team or in coins that have
potential to increase significantly during the coming years.

We will only sell coins from our vault if they grow by 100% or more. But we will only sell a small percentage
if they reach our goal and keep the remaining for higher future growth.
The only exception when we would sell long term coins is when they make a sudden explosion in value and
have dramatic positive impact on our total long term holding value.

To safe guard our long term holding value we will always keep 50% of holdings in BTC or ETH. The
reason for this is to be able to anticipate any crashes in the entire alt coin market. If this ever happens we
will always have funds reserved to buy into the market and stabilize the value of our CIT.

SHORT TERM PORTFOLIO
With our short term portfolio we will trade on a daily basis to make daily profits on the volatility
of the market.
The money we spend on this portfolio will be used to trade any currency that is available on at least
one of the larger exchanges.
We will trade:

-

Crypto/usdt markets.
Trade on the same coins we hold in our long term holdings.
Trade on any other coin that can generate potential profits.

We will always keep a certain amount in BTC for:

-

React on sudden drops (blood baths)
Put extra buy orders.
And use remaining funds to place buy and sell walls so we can influence the market.

1/2 of the weekly profits will be distributed to all members that hold CIT tokens
in our program. In this way we create a passive return for our members.

The other half will be added to our long term portfolio on a weekly base. In this
way our long term holdings value will not only increase when our assets value
increase but also the volume of our long term holding will increase on a
weekly base.

MINING.
This extra source of income will support the REAL value of our coin.

As soon as we launched the farm, our mining profits after deduction of expenses will be distributed in
the following way:

45% will be used to expand our mining capacity
25% will be added to the members passive returns (paid monthly)
30% added to the long term portfolio

How is CIT price determined and how will it grow in value?
3 ways increases the REAL value of CIT.

INCREASE OF THE VALUE OF OUR LONG TERM PORTFOLIO

50% OF OUR WEEKLY TRADING PROFITS WILL GO TOWARDS OUR LONG TERM
PORTFOLIO. IN THIS WAY WE CAN INCREASE THE VOLUME OF OUR LONG TERM
HOLDINGS.

MINING. AS SOON AS WE EXPAND OUR BUSINESS WITH OUR OWN MINING FARM
45% OF THE MINING PROFITS WILL BE ADDED TO EXPAND OUR MINING CAPACITY
AND 30% WILL BE ADDED TO OUR LONG TERM HOLDINGS.

VALUE OF 1 CIT

VALUE OF LONG TERM PORTFOLIO + VALUE SHORT TERM PORTFOLIO + MINING
________________________________________________________________________________
TOTAL AMOUNT OF CIT IN CIRCULATION

Only the amount of tokens bought by members and in circulation have the value of above calculation.
Only purchased tokens have a real value that is backed by our holdings. Unsold tokens stay
in the company and don’t have any value until purchased into circulation.

3 WAYS TO EARN
WITH CIT!!!!

AFFILIATE MARKETING

PASSIVE WEEKLY RETURN FOR 1 YEAR

RECEIVE YOUR CIC COIN AND TRADE
THEM ON EXTERNAL EXCHANGES.

1.Aﬃliate Marketing
10% of raised funds during ICO and 10% of all purchases post ICO will be used to support our 6 tier
uni level aﬃliate system.

We reward our members every time a team member purchases CIT and we pay 6 levels deep.
You can have an unlimited amount of direct and indirect referrals in every level.

We pay:
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4
Level 5
Level 6

5%
3%
1%
0.5%
0.3%
0.2%

All commission will be paid directly into your BTC account in your dashboard.
You can withdraw your commissions to your personal wallet or you can use commissions to purchase
more CIT to increase your passive earnings.
Withdraw requests are handled within 72 hours after request is submitted.

2. Earn Passive with Trading and Mining.
Earn a weekly passive income on your CIT holding's through our trading and mining.
-50% of the weekly profits of our short term trading will be distributed to everyone that has
CIT tokens in our program.
-25% of the profits made with our mining farm will also be distributed to investors.
(mining profits expected second half of 2018)

OUR GOAL IS TO RETURN 5% WEEKLY PASSIVE PROFITS TO OUR
INVESTORS. THIS IS NOT A GUARANTEE. WE DO REAL TRADING AND WE
WILL DO REAL MINING. SO WE CAN’T GUARANTEE A FIXED WEEKLY
RETURN!!!!!
Our passive program runs for a minimum period of 90 days and a maximum period of 1 year. After
90 days you are able to sell back your CIT to the company.
After 1 year your passive earnings expire and company will buy back your CIT at the current value of CIT.

3. Receive your CIC coin.
First quarter of 2018 our CIC coin will be delivered with external wallets, private blockchain. By that
time we are going to be listed on at least 1 external exchange so you can start trading your CIC coin
from the minute you receive it.
You will receive 1 CIC coin for every CIT token you hold on our platform at the time of distribution.

1 CIT token

1 CIC coin

Long term goals for CIC coin and CIT token?
In the near future we are going to build a real crypto environment around our CIC coin and CIT token.
CIC:

-

External people can only enter our mining opportunity by paying with CIC.

-

We are going to launch gaming, betting and poker sites where people can play for CIC.

-

We are going to launch an advertising site where people can advertise everything by paying CIC.

-

We are to launch a webshop where people can purchase and services and use CIC as a payment option.

-

Build out our merchant platform.

-

We are going to launch our own exchange platform with our own crypto debit cards. You will be able to
top up your debit card with CIC and other currencies and spent them everywhere where VISA/Mastercard
is accepted globally.
In the near future future you will be able to use CIC for everything that you now can do with €/$. We want
CIC to become a well known and common used currency as payment method worldwide.

CIT:
We want CIT to become the largest, strongest, most stable and solid passive crypto earning project across
the globe.

2 Types of Membership
We have 2 types of membership. Reason for this is that we do not take any money from the raised funds
to support our marketing, pay bounties, pay our team, etc.
We oﬀer a free and a pro membership.

Free member:
As a free member you can purchase CIT tokens and benefit from the weekly profits, earned commissions
and receive your CIC coin after 90 days.
But as a free member you can only use your passive earnings and commissions to reinvest in extra tokens.
To be able to withdraw passive returns and commissions you will have to upgrade to pro member and pay
the yearly 25$ fee. This annual fee can be paid directly or can be paid with your account balance.

Pro member:
As a pro member you immediately have acces to all functions. You will be able to withdraw your earnings
and commissions from the start.

We recommend everyone to pay the 25$ fee when they signup to be able to withdraw earnings from the
Start. But for people that can’t aﬀord you can already earn passive and commissions and pay your fee with
your earnings.

One of our keywords, TRANSPARENCY!
Our team will be as transparent as possible on every aspect of our opportunity.

-

As soon as we have our full time team we will introduce everyone on our website.

-

Our board members as well as our traders will regularly pop up in videos, webinars, trading
sessions.

-

According to sources of income. We will have a public profile on www.cryptocompare.com where
all members will be able to track our complete long term portfolio. Besides this we will post our trading
results on a weekly basis.

-

We will regularly broadcast live trading sessions.

As soon as our mining operations start we will also deliver transparency about its progress and will
give the opportunity to visit our mining location and meet the technicians and owners.

WHY ARE WE UNIQUE?
Everyone knows the crypto market is volatile. As soon as our CIC coin gets listed on external exchanges
it will have a speculative value as any other coin. But because our coin is completely asset backed by the
existing crypto market, trading and mining our coin will always have a real value higher than the value you
once paid when joining CIT.

2 options:

-Speculative price on external exchanges is higher than the current real value. Very nice you can sell your
coins for profit and you make a positive return on short term.

-Speculative price on external exchanges is lower than our real value. No worries you will never loose a
dime because we can buy back your CIC at any given time at the current REAL price.

So people that join CIT are always guaranteed of making profits on their investment even when the public
price of CIC would drop to ‘0’. And this makes us unique. There is not a single other coin that guarantees
A REAL value at any time.

How can I sell back my coins to the company?
To be able to first guarantee a solid basis and growth this feature will unlock on
the 1st of June 2018

IMPORTANT!!!!!!!
-We only guarantee buy back to people that contributed to our company. So
Only members of the CIT platform that hold CIT tokens will be able to benefit
From the buy back option that we oﬀer.

Reason: We only want to reward the people that helped us to develop our opportunity and not the ones that
Only use CIC as a coin to trade with.

-We only buy back the amount lower or equal to your backoﬃce CIT balance.
Reasons:
- members will be willing to hold their coins for a longer period what makes our speculative value grow.
- If you sold your CIC on an external platform it means you already sold with profit and we will not cover
your investment because you already earned back your investment.
- We don’t cover more CIC than your CIT balance in your dashboard Because you probably bought
extra coins at a cheaper value than the real value.

-

Selling your CIC back to the company automatically reduces your CIT balance
In your dashboard which results in loss of weekly passive income.

Reason:
If the company buys back CIC it means that we have to take money out of our assets to pay you back. So
Money is going out of our holdings which can’t produce any more passive returns.

CIT ICO

ICO Details
Total supply of CIT tokens

30.000.000 CIT

POS token

proof of stake. CIT can’t be mined

ICO crowdsale supply

7.500.000 CIT

ICO stages

level 1
level 2
level 3
level 4
level 5
level 6

750.000 CIT
750.000 CIT
1.000.000 CIT
1.000.000 CIT
2.000.000 CIT
2.000.000 CIT

@ 0.80$
@ 0.85$
@ 0.90$
@ 0.95$
@ 1.00$
@ 1.10$

Launch price after ICO

1.20$

Estimated launch of ICO

Last week of November

Minimum purchase amount

50 CIT token

CIT Roadmap

2th of december

-> launch of our website v1.0
-> start ICO

2th -31th of december

-> ICO period

1st of January

-> start of our passive program

Quarter 1 2018

-> deliver our CIC white paper
-> distribute our CIC coin, blockchain, wallets
-> external exchanges for CIC

June 2018

-> unlock our buy back option

August 2018 - December 2018

-> build out our crypto environment around our CIC coin
- several diﬀerent sites where you can spent CIC
- build out our external merchant platform

